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PSD to HTML conversions have taken a new direction altogether. The HTML5 has arrived and has
actually revolutionized the entire world of markup conversion. If you have been wondering which
markup to choose, in order to achieve a web dynamic website out of the design file, we provide you
with a few noteworthy points that differentiates PSD to HTML5 conversion from PSD to HTML
conversion. Read on to know more.

1. Development of mobile compatible websites - Mobile internet browsing is the future of the online
world. There has been a massive surge in the field of smart phones, hand held and tablets etc, and
these highly sophisticated, web enabled mobile devices offer the users really smart and easy way to
carry the internet in the back their pockets. PSD to HTML5 supports the development of mobile
websites. It comes laced with frameworks etc. which aids in mobile applications development. Thus
it is one of the most resourceful feature of PSD to HTML5 conversion is.

2. Easy embedding of the videos - HTML5 allows the users to embed a video element in their web
page with the same amount of ease and convenience as they can add an image. Why it is beneficial
is because you need not rely on any third party codes and plug ins etc. to embed the video.
Besides, you can easily manipulate the various in built controls of the video.

3. The Drawing Canvas - HTML5 has the feature of canvas, which is nothing but a digital replica of
drawing canvas that we are all familiar with. The new HTML5 provides the users with a complete
drawable region, which is written in HTML codes and has the attribute of height and width. Thus
HTML5 helps in creating graphics dynamically. Thus with PSD to CSS/HTML5 conversion, you can
allow the users to draw the graphics, create certain photo compositions, and perform both simple
and complicated level of animations. And again, all this can be achieved, without having to depend
on any third party plug ins.

4. Share your locations with the help of Geo Location - The Geo location API allows the users to
share their location with certain trusted and reliable websites. The details of whereever you are
located, is available through the JavaScript on the page. A number of systems can work as the
sources of position - it could be an activated Global Positioning System (GPS) settings, or other
network signals like IP address, WiFir connection, Bluetooth etc. The utility of this feature depends
entirely upon the permission been given by the users themselves.

5. Benefits of the Application Caches - Application caches is a feature that allows the users to save
the web apps of any online store in its memore and access the same even in an offline mode.
Google gears, which allows the users to access its mailing service - Gmail, even while being offline
is primarily an application of HTML5 codes.
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HTMLConversion Company, backed with years of experience and diligent professionals.
MarkupBox offers PSD to CSS, a PSD to HTML5 and software implementation services like PSD to
Joomla, PSD to Magento, PSD to WordPress, PSD to Drupal, PSD to Email and much more.
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